Recently, the World Health Organization declared the novel coronavirus (2019-nCov) a global health emergency due to its global implications for the health care system and its economic impact. Italy was one of the first European countries with registered clustered cases of acute pneumonia. On February 23, 2020, the Italian government declared the first set of quarantine measures to slow the spread of the virus.[@bib0035] Estimations show that 2019-nCoV is a high-diffusion virus with a 2% fatality rate; approximately 20% all hospital admissions were directly to the ICU.[@bib0040] National health care systems could collapse if this spread of pneumonia continues at the current rate. This study aims to analyze official Italian data to build a predictive model.[@bib0045] From February 23, 2020 to March 15, 2020, daily data from the cumulative reports of the *Protezione Civile Italiana* (Italian Civil Protection) were collected, including the number of positive subjects, hospital admissions, ICU admissions, deaths, and full recovery. Statistical programs were used for the analysis. Different models were tested, and forecast values were calculated, and the best model, with a *p*-value \<0.05, was considered to calculate the predicted values. The number of positive subjects (PS) follows a non-linear regression with *p*  \< 0.001 for the number of PS and hospital admissions, PS and ICU admissions, PS and deaths, and PS and recovered subjects. Simultaneously, the number of people admitted to hospitals follows a non-linear regression with *p*  \< 0.001 ([Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"} ). Among the 46.7% of PS admitted in hospitals, 10.0% were admitted to the ICU. The ratio of hospitalized patients to those admitted to the ICU is 22.3%, the death rate is 5%, and the recovery rate is 8%. The relationship between hospital admissions and ICU admissions follows a linear regression, with *p*  \< 0.001. Recent data on 2019-n CoV present different non-linear growth patterns, besides the rapidly increasing number of PS, which are very susceptible to public health rules. It is fascinating to observe the constant ratio of hospitalized and ICU admissions. If, in the next few weeks, infections reach 1% of the Italian population, over 60.000 ICU beds will be required, which may be the breaking point for the system. These results could be confirmed and highlighted by the increasing trend of ICU admissions, and the relationship between hospitalized patients and ICU admitted subjects. The national health care system needs more time to adapt to and deal with this challenge. The 2019 n-CoV transmission probability presents the following relationship. $y\, = \, ax^{3}bx^{2} + cx\, + \, d$. Here, $y$ indicates infected subjects, *x* is the intrinsic potential reproducing number, and the constants $a,b,c$ and $d$ are the intercepts. With environmental strategies and adequate medical treatments, infection and death rates reduced, while recovery rates increased ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"} a and b). Observing Italy\'s data, this equation is applicable to hospital and ICU admission, and to the rate of death and recovery. As in China, quarantine and environmental strategies have a positive, but slow effect. They can reduce the rate of infection, admissions to ICU, and death, and can change the model.[@bib0050] Furthermore, this is a preliminary interpretation, and not the end of this *phenomenon.* It will be possible to analyze, customize, and fit the best model.[@bib0055] However, in this context, it is important not to forget the emergency; necessary medical and surgical procedures should be guaranteed. A possible solution is to try to re-organize the mission of the hospital as happened in different and less dramatic events.[@bib0060] This model has the potential to predict the worst-case scenario. With this knowledge, we are ready to do the best to prevent the system from reaching the breaking point and to change the 2019 nCoV curve now!Table 1Data from February 23 until March 15, 2020. Left panel: number of 2019-nCov positive subjects, number of hospital admissions and ICU admissions, number of deaths, and recovery. Right panel: predicted mean value calculated using non- linear regression. *R*^2^ describes the goodness of fit, where 1 indicates a complete fit.Table 1DayNumber of patientsPredicted number2019-nCov positiveHospital admissionICU AdmissionDeathRecovery2019-nCov positiveHospital admissionICU AdmissionDeathRecovery1132542650395128017222910127612248927803322114351013861253112−74400128361235411693915−4565024856124570522852179688834564214689231272203271049401105295011184279925648169463914034831399583133351069183574216652149175078717750159102263103422979160218710482297322011270613462951072762725137429210429212329617903511484143380177436614537313391623944621975234168225545219846414506126515672335895103282655026456415637835576503666226202349666234567416798543167334637337.4954.151757474773178514503887763110049.0264.8788816279401810590583810288271045107895.6751017811113419128396650115310161258128026.54311651031135720149957246132812661439150847.48413261288161021177508372151814411966176538.50014981586189722206039663167220632335205289.593168419292218  *R*^2^0.9990.9980.9990.9930.988*p*0.0010.0010.0010.0010.001Figure 1(a) Reports the model curve and its fitting curve of positive subjects of 2019-nCov, hospital and ICU admissions, death, and recovery. (b) Reports the ICU admission trend with a moving averages relation.
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